A recent study of 5 TeV p-Pb centrality combined a Glauber model of p-Pb collision geometry with an assumption of linear scaling between n ch (charge) integrated within some η acceptance and the number of nucleon participants Npart. The study concluded that Npart increases to nearly 16 in central collisions, and the high-pt region of p-Pb pt spectra rescaled by the Glauber-estimated number of p-N binary collisions remains consistent with a p-p spectrum for the same energy, independent of p-Pb centrality. However, the relation between Npart and n ch derived from a two-component (soft + hard) model (TCM) study of ensemble-meanpt data for the same system is quite different. This article reports a detailed analysis of the Glauber study and the question of centrality in p-A collisions. The Glauber centrality model is compared with thept TCM to understand the sources of major differences. The assumption of linear proportionality between n ch and Npart is found to be inconsistent withpt data. Properties of the convolution integral relating a differential cross section and hadron production model to an event distribution on n ch are examined. An alternative differential-cross-section distribution is inferred from charge-multiplicity data, and the upper limit on Npart is estimated to be near 8. The TCM centrality model is then applied to pt spectrum ratios to predict results for p-Pb spectra. The spectrum TCM is tested with identified-pion spectra from 5 TeV p-Pb collisions and the result is consistent with previous p-p TCM results. A TCM prediction that the spectrum ratio at high pt should increase to 14 for central p-Pb collisions due to quadratic dependence of dijet production on n ch is consistent withpt data from the same system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Estimation of collision centrality (e.g. impact parameter b) for nucleus-nucleus (A-A) collisions according to a Glauber Monte Carlo (MC) model based on the eikonal approximation seems well established and reasonably accurate [1, 2] . The concept of centrality (or impact parameter) for p-p collisions has been invoked within some Monte Carlo models (e.g. PYTHIA [3] ), but its relevance may be questioned [4, 5] . The centrality of asymmetric p-A or d-A systems is important because of the role such data are expected to play in verifying the formation of quark-gluon plasma (QGP) in more-central A-A collisions. However, centrality estimation in asymmetric systems is more difficult as revealed in the present study.
Centrality determination requires definition of a quantitative relation between geometry parameters such as participant nucleon number N part or number of nucleonnucleon (N-N) binary collisions N bin and a measured quantity such as integrated charge multiplicity n ch within some angular acceptance ∆η. A hadron production model is required for such definition, and the accuracy of centrality determination depends on the validity of the model, especially its basis in various forms of data.
The two-component (soft + hard) model (TCM) of hadron production near midrapidity (η ≈ 0) [6] has been applied to hadron yield, spectrum and correlation data from p-p, p-A and A-A collisions at the relativistic heavy ion collider (RHIC) [4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and the large hadron collider (LHC) [13] [14] [15] . Based on substantial evidence from data the soft component is interpreted to repre-sent participant-nucleon dissociation to charge-neutral hadron pairs, and the hard component is interpreted to represent fragmentation of large-angle-scattered low-x partons (gluons) to minimum-bias (MB) dijets.
The TCM has been applied recently to ensemble-mean p t data from 5 TeV p-Pb collisions (as well as p-p and Pb-Pb data) [16] and describes those data within their uncertainties [13, 14] . The TCM thereby determines the relation between N part and n ch for that system which, in effect, relates p-Pb centrality to a measured quantity.
A recent study of p-Pb centrality adopted an alternative strategy based on a Glauber MC model of the p-Pb system including certain assumptions about collision geometry and hadron production, especially assumption of linear scaling between N part and n ch [17] . The Glauber study also reported the systematics of p-Pb p t spectra, concluding that at higher p t (e.g. above 10 GeV/c) the spectra exhibit binary-collision scaling: spectra divided by N bin = N part − 1 are consistent with p-p spectra in that p t interval independent of n ch or centrality. The inferred relation between N part (and other Glauber parameters) and n ch differs greatly from TCM-basedp t studies reported in Refs. [13, 14] . The conclusion about binarycollision scaling of the high-p t region of p-Pb spectra is also at odds with TCM results as demonstrated below. It is essential to determine the reasons for disagreement and which centrality method, if either, is correct.
This article reports a detailed study of the Glauber centrality method and its relation to the TCM. The internal consistency of the model is examined. Glauber results are compared step-by-step with TCM results. As noted, major differences emerge concerning the assumed relation between N part and n ch , between what is adopted for the Glauber study and what is inferred fromp t data for the TCM. The geometric Glauber MC used to describe p-Pb collisions and predict the cross-section distribution on N part is a major issue. The centrality trend for p-Pb spectrum ratios inferred via the Glauber model conflicts with measured identified-pion spectra that precisely follow TCM predictions.
This article is arranged as follows: Section II briefly introduces the Glauber-model study of p-Pb centrality from Ref. [17] . Section III describes the TCM forp t data from 5 TeV p-Pb collisions as reported in Ref. [14] . Section IV provides a detailed description of the Glaubermodel analysis with some implications and possible inconsistencies. Section V compares the Glauber analysis to TCM results and itemizes differences. Section VI presents an alternative TCM centrality analysis and suggests basic reasons for disagreement between Glauber analysis and TCM. Section VII describes TCM predictions for spectrum-ratio trends compared to those reported in Ref. [17] . Identified-pion data from the p-Pb collision system are introduced to test the predictions. Section VIII discusses systematic uncertainties. Sections IX and X include discussion and summary. Appendix A presents the TCM for p-p p t spectrum data used as a basis for the p-p and p-Pbp t TCMs. Appendix B describes the TCM forp t data from p-p collisions.
II. GLAUBER ANALYSIS OF p-Pb COLLISIONS
Reference [17] motivates the study of p-Pb centrality with two issues: (a) p-A is a null hypothesis for QGP formation in A-A collisions, and (b) recent claims of "collectivity" in p-A and p-p systems [18] should be evaluated.
p-A collisions are intended to serve as a control or reference system "...to disentangle hot nuclear matter effects which are characteristic of the formation of the quarkgluon plasma (QGP) from cold nuclear matter effects" -for instance, by comparisons of spectrum ratio R AA from A-A collisions with ratio R pA from p-A collisions. Whereas R AA 1 at higher p t for more-central collisions is interpreted to indicate strong jet quenching consistent with QGP formation R pA ≈ 1 (binary-collision scaling) in the same p t interval and more-central p-A collisions would indicate no jet quenching -a preferred null result.
However, the A-A-p-A ∼ QGP-no-QGP dichotomy is inconsistent with recent interpretations of data to indicate collective manifestations (flows) in smaller systems, e.g. p-A or even p-p collisions [18] . Evidence is cited (e.g. thep t data reported in Ref. [16] ) to claim that data for lower p t in "...pPb collisions cannot be explained by an incoherent [i.e. linear] superposition of pp [p-N] collisions," any deviations interpreted to signal "collectivity" i.e. hydrodynamic flows. The strength of collective effects is said to increase with n ch and therefore with p-A centrality, implying a strong collision-geometry dependence. Determining p-A collision geometry is therefore essential.
Accurate estimation of collision geometry is also required to evaluate spectrum ratio R pA that includes number of binary collisions N bin in the ratio. Reference [17] concludes that "...particle production at high pT in pPb collisions indeed can be approximated by an incoherent [linear] superposition of pp collisions" because ratio estimates appear to be independent of p-Pb centrality in that p t interval. But the conclusion depends on accurate estimation of N bin in relation to a measured quantity.
Centrality estimation is based on a Glauber MC used to relate N part to fractional cross section σ/σ 0 and an assumption that serves as a hadron production model: Charge multiplicity n ch integrated within some pseudorapidity η interval is proportional to the number of participant nucleons N part . The two elements are combined in a convolution integral to predict an event-frequency distribution on n ch which is then compared to data. Centrality classes are defined by cuts on n ch and corresponding parameter values for each class determined from the MC: "For a given centrality class, defined by selections in the measured [n ch ] distribution, the information from the Glauber MC in the corresponding generated distribution is used to calculate [means of several Glauber parameters, e.g. N part ]." The method is applied to the same 5 TeV p-Pb data sample that appears in Refs. [13, 14, 16] .
The present study reviews the Glauber methods and compares them to results from a TCM analysis [14] of p-Pbp t data from Ref. [16] wherein certain contradictions emerge. An alternative centrality analysis derived from thep t TCM leads to quite different results.
III.pt TCM FOR p-Pb COLLISIONS
Appendix A describes a TCM for p-p p t spectra and reviews systematic evolution with event multiplicity and collision energy. p t spectrum structure is directly related top t trends. Appendix B describes a TCM forp t data from p-p collisions as a basis for p-Pbp t analysis. With the dominant role of MB jets established for p-p (p-N, N-N) collisions and elements of the p-pp t TCM introduced the p-Pbp t TCM is presented here in greater detail. Note that the TCM is a linear-superposition model.
The TCM for complex A-B collisions relies on participant-pair number N part /2, number of N-N binary collisions N bin and mean number of binary collisions per participant pair ν = 2N bin /N part . In addition, hard/soft ratio x(n s ) ≡ρ hN N /ρ sN N averaged over participant N-N pairs within individual A-B collisions is a generalization of x(n s ) =ρ h /ρ s for p-p collisions [7] . Reference [13] reported a preliminary TCM analysis ofp t data from Ref. [16] . Reference [14] describes an updated TCM based on jet systematics in Refs. [15, 19] . As noted in Ref. [14] thep t trend for p-Pb collisions is identical to the p-p trend at lower n ch but deviates substantially at higher n ch , suggesting a formulation of the TCM for the p-Pb collision system based on generalization of the product x(n s )ν(n s ), with soft multiplicity n s (∝ total number of participant low-x gluons) as the independent variable. For p-p collisions ν ≡ 1 and x(n s ) ≈ αρ s based on spectrum studies [4, 7] . For A-A collisions ν is defined by a Glauber MC [2] , and x(ν) is inferred from a measured trend of per-participant hadron yields [20] . Corresponding elements for p-Pb data are determined below.
A. Formulating a p-Pb TCM
A universal TCM for hadron p t spectrumρ 0 (p t ) is expressed for any A-B system as
whereρ x = n x /∆η are averaged over acceptance ∆η and hats denote unit-integral (on p t or y t ) quantities. For p-p collisions N part /2 = N bin ≡ 1. For composite A-B systems hard and soft components factorize as shown.
With integration over p t or y t the mean charge density is
where x(n s ) ≡ρ hN N /ρ sN N ≈ αρ sN N for p-p or p-A collisions,ρ s = [N part (n s )/2]ρ sN N (n s ) is a factorized soft-component density for any system andρ h (n s ) = N bin (n s )ρ hN N (n s ) is a factorized hard component. The ensemble-mean total p t integrated over some angular acceptance ∆η is
Data indicate thatp tsN N →p ts is a universal quantity. The corresponding TCM forp t with nonzero p t,cut is
where ξ is the fraction ofŜ 0 (p t ) admitted by a low-p t acceptance cut p t,cut and primes indicate corresponding biased quantities. For p-A data evolution of factors x(n s ) ν(n s ) from strictly p-p-like to alternative behavior is observed near a transition pointρ s0 , butp thN N (n s ) → p th0 is assumed to maintain a fixed p-p (N-N) value in the p-A system (i.e. no jet modification). Soft densityρ s , interpreted to represent participant low-x gluons, is adopted as a universal TCM parameter for all collision systems. The factorization
then definesρ sN N (n s ) for any collision system wherein N part (n s )/2 is defined, and x(n s ) ≈ αρ sN N (n s ) for p-N collisions within p-A collisions [4, 7] . It follows that N part (n s )/2 = αρ s /x(n s ) given a model for x(n s ). For p-A collisions N bin = N part −1, and ν(n s ) = 2N bin /N part are then determined by x(n s ). Based on previous analysis in Ref. [14] p-Pb data indicate thatp t increases with n ch according to a p-p trend for lower n ch but less rapidly above a transition point, suggesting a similar structure for x(n s ). The simplest form is linear increase withρ s also above the transition point but with reduced slope. Figure 1 (left) shows a model for x(n s ) in the form
where f (n s ) =ρ s0 + m 0 (ρ s −ρ s0 ). Below the transition atρ s0 , x(n s ) ≈ αρ s as for p-p collisions (dashed line). Above the transition x(n s ) increases with slope m 0 < 1 (dotted line). Exponent n 1 controls the transition width. Specific parameter values for x(n s ) are noted below. The dotted line and hatched band indicate estimates for x(n s ) andρ s from non-single-diffractive (NSD) p-p collisions. N bin = N part − 1 as noted above, with x(n s ) as described in the left panel (solid curve). The dash-dotted curve indicates the ν = 2N bin /N part ≈ (N part /2) 1/3 trend for Pb-Pb collisions for comparison, consistent with the eikonal approximation assumed for the A-A Glauber model. For Pb-Pb ν ∈ [1, 6] whereas for p-Pb ν ∈ [1, 2] .
B. TCM description of p-A data Figure 2 (left) shows uncorrectedp t data for 106 million 5 TeV p-Pb collisions vs corrected n ch (points) from Ref. [16] . The dashed curve is the TCM for 5 TeV p-p collisions given by Eq. (B3) with α = 0.0113 derived from the parametrization in Fig. 24 (right),p ts ≈ 0.4 GeV/c, p th0 = 1.3 GeV/c and ξ = 0.73. The solid curve through points is the TCM described by Eqs. (4) and (6) with parameters α = 0.0113 andp th0 = 1.3 GeV/c held fixed as for 5 TeV p-p collisions (assuming no jet modification). Parametersρ s0 ≈ 3ρ sN SD ≈ 15 and m 0 ≈ 0.10 are adjusted to accommodate the p-Pb data. Exponent n 1 = 5 affects the TCM shape only nearρ s0 . TeV p-Pb collisions (open squares) vs corrected charge densitȳ ρ0 = n ch /∆η from Ref. [16] . The solid and dashed curves are TCM data descriptions from Ref. [14] . Right: Curves and data in the left panel transformed by factorρ 0 /ρs = n ch /ns defined by Eq. (2) (fifth line). Figure 2 (right) shows data in the left panel converted to (n ch /n s )p t ≈P t /n s by factor ξ + x(n s )ν(n s ) as in Eq. (2) (fifth line). The dashed line is the TCM for 5 TeV p-p collisions defined by Eq. (B4). The solid curve is the p-Pb TCM defined by Eq. (4) (second line) corresponding to the solid curve in the left panel. Transforming data from left to right panels requires an estimate of n s for the data to evaluate the required conversion factor ξ + x(n s )ν(n s ). The map n s → n ch for the TCM from Eq. (2) (second line) is inverted via linear interpolation to provide the map n ch → n s for data. p-Pbp t data provide understanding of the transition from isolated p-p or N-N collisions to the geometry of compound A-B systems, from noneikonal p-p to eikonal A-A Glauber model. The central element is factorization of the soft densityρ s =ρ sN N (n s ) N part (n s )/2 combining N-N internal structure (ρ sN N ) and A-B geometry (N part ). The p-Pb TCM is based on the key assumption that the dijet production trendρ hN N = αρ 2 sN N (averaged over all N-N collisions) is universal, in which case (7) determines N part (n s ) given a model for x(n s ). The p-A x(n s ) model is the simplest extrapolation of the p-p x(n s ) ≈ αρ s linear trend possible: a continuing linear trend but with reduced slope beyond a transition point as in Eq. (6) . For p-Pb collisions the other Glauber parameters are immediately determined as in Sec. III A above. TCM x(n s ) and ν(n s ) parameters are portable across all A-B systems, although their details may vary.
C. p-Pbpt data and the Glauber model
The p-Pbp t analysis described above has direct bearing on the Glauber analysis of Ref. [17] through the TCM relation of p-Pb centrality to observed n ch in the form of inferred relation N part (ρ 0 ) and hadron production in the form of the mean number of hadrons per participant pair. Figure 3 (left) shows data (points) in the form of Eq. (4) (second line) and Fig. 2 (right panel) inverted to solve for ν and thus N part = 2/(2 − ν) usingp ts ≈ 0.4, p thN N ≈ 1.3 GeV/c and x(n s ) as defined in Eq. (6) . The corresponding TCM is the solid curve. Glauber-assumed linear scaling of N part with n ch is represented by the dash-dotted curve. The Glauber analysis of Ref. [17] emphasizes a joint distribution on (ρ 0 , N part ) simulated by a MC based on the same linear scaling. The TCMp t analysis defines a "locus of modes" defined by the solid curve N part (ρ 0 )-the most-probable points on the space (ρ 0 , N part ) or approximately the mean values onρ 0 with N part fixed or on N part withρ 0 fixed. inferred from the p-Pbp t analysis in Ref. [14] . The p-p trend is the dashed line with N part /2 ≡ 1. The hadron production model for the Glauber analysis assumes that this quantity remains close to the NSD p-p value ≈ 5 (dash-dotted). TCM and Glauber descriptions of p-Pb centrality are thus likely to be very different.
To provide context for what follows some limiting parameter values may be useful. Thep t data for 7 TeV p-p collisions in Fig. 25 (left) extend toρ 0pp ≈ 10ρ 0N SD ≈ 60. Thep t data for 5 TeV p-Pb collisions extend to (2/N part )ρ 0 ≈ 6ρ 0N SD ≈ 30 as in Fig. 3 (right). At that upper limit N part ≈ 7.5 as in Fig. 3 (left) compared to N part ≈ 16 for (2/N part )ρ 0 ≈ 5 inferred from the Glauber MC as reported in Ref. [17] and Table I 
IV. GLAUBER MODEL OF p-Pb CENTRALITY
Reference [17] presents a Glauber centrality model for 5 TeV p-Pb collisions that may be compare with results from the TCM analysis of p-Pbp t data summarized above. Glauber parameters N part , N bin and b are obtained from Table 2 , and mean charge densities at midrapidity in the formρ 0 = n ch /∆η are estimated from Fig. 16 for seven centrality classes of p-Pb collisions. Parameter values are summarized in Table I of this article. The particle data sample for Ref. [17] is the same 106 million 5 TeV NSD p-Pb collisions reported in Ref. [16] as described in Sec. III. Thus, the TCM obtained from p-Pb p t analysis is directly applicable to the Glauber analysis.
A. p-Pb Glauber analysis strategy
The Glauber model of A-B collision geometry is used to relate fractional cross section σ/σ 0 (σ 0 is a measured total cross section) to collision geometry parameters such as impact parameter b, participant-nucleon number N part , N-N binary-collision number N bin and the derived collision number per participant pair ν ≡ 2N bin /N part . A Monte Carlo simulation including geometric models of the collision partners and relevant cross sections is used to relate those quantities on a statistical basis [2] . "The Glauber-MC determines on an event-by-event basis the properties of the collision geometry, such as ...N part ...," and an event ensemble determines statistical parameter mean values and probability distributions, e.g. P (N part ). Some definition of a particle-production model denoted by conditional probability P (n ch |N part ) is an essential requirement and must include an assumed n ch vs N part trend. The model in Ref. [17] is a NBD with parameters µ and k and the assumption that those parameters scale linearly with N part (e.g. n ch ∝ N part ). Convolution of P (n ch |N part ) with P (N part ) yields a distribution on some observable n ch : P (n ch ) = Npart P (n ch |N part )P (N part ). Model P (n ch |N part ) is "validated" by comparing the convolution integral to a measured P (n ch ) distribution. It is concluded that fitted "values of parameters µ and k are similar to those obtained by fitting the corresponding multiplicity distributions in pp collisions at 7 TeV" (but see Sec. VI B).
Once P (n ch |N part ) has been so validated it is used to determine mean N part for a given n ch (centrality) interval: "The collision geometry is determined by fitting the measured [e.g. V0A P (n ch ) defined below] distribution with [the convolution integral]" referred to as a NBD-Glauber fit. The average N part (or other Glauber parameter) value for each of several defined event classes (based on n ch bins) are obtained: "For a given centrality class, defined by selections in the measured [e.g. V0A] distribution, the information from the Glauber MC in the corresponding generated distribution [emphasis added] is used to calculate the mean number of participants N part [here simply denoted N part ]...." An alternative procedure based on running integrals is described below. employed below for data description. Beyond its inflection point near 10 the distribution is Gaussian: p(N part ). The left panel in Fig. 3 of Ref. [17] is labeled "Events (arb units)" but is consistent with a unit-normal probability distribution modeling the differential cross section. Tail structure for N part > 20 is not relevant to measurements. If p-N cross section σ pN represented all p-N encounters then for a minimum-bias 5 TeV p-Pb event ensem-bleN bin ≡ Aσ pN /σ pA with measured σ pA ≈ 2.1 b and σ pN = 70 ± 5 mb [17] .N bin = 208 × 70/2100 = 6.9 ± 0.5 compares to meanN part =N bin + 1 = 8.3 obtained from the Glauber distribution in Fig. 4 (left). The MC value is consistent with the measured cross sections within the 7% uncertainty in σ pN , but the measured cross sections were inputs to the Glauber MC. Figure 4 (right) shows running integrals of data from Ref. [17] (open squares) and Eq. (8) (solid curve) in the left panel. Both integrals go to unity asymptotically without further normalization. The horizontal dotted lines are centrality bin edges defined in Ref. [17] . The vertical dotted lines are centrality bin edges on N part determined by the solid curve and horizontal dotted lines. Centrality bin centers on N part are denoted by the solid triangles, also on the solid curve, with values denoted N part (unprimed) in Table I . The solid dots, representing N part entries in Table I obtained from Table 2 of Ref. [17] , deviate substantially from the running integrals. Whereas the integrals are consistent with a value 0.050 at the inflection point in the left panel the solid dots are consistent with a value 0.067 (slope of the dashdotted line through solid dots). The Glauber parameter values from Ref. [17] thus appear to be inconsistent with the basic Monte Carlo data.
B. p-Pb Glauber-model results
For experimental determination of collision centralities a Glauber simulation must be related to a measurable quantity (e.g. a particle multiplicity), of which several are considered in Ref. [17] . For this study results from a VZERO-A or V0A scintillator detector covering acceptance 2.8 < η < 5.1 in the Pb hemisphere provide an example. The signal amplitude from the V0A detector is denoted here by n x (to distinguish from n ch orρ 0 relating to midrapidity). The main issue is the relation between simulated N part and measured n x determined through the intermediary of a differential cross section. Figure 5 (left) shows normalized event-frequency (probability) distribution P (n x ) on V0A multiplicity n x (points) for 5 TeV p-Pb collisions from Fig. 1 of Ref. [17] . A model function (curve) describing the V0A data is (9) which is accurate to a few percent. To establish a connection between N part and n x it is apparently assumed in Ref. [17] that P (n x ) → (1/σ 0 )dσ/dn x or dN evt ∝ dσcentrality classes σ/σ 0 are defined by binning P (n x ). For comparison the dashed curve is the Glauber differential cross section in Fig. 4 (left) transformed from N part to n x with a Jacobian derived from the curve in Fig. 7 (left). Figure 5 (right) shows a running integral on n x of the P (n x ) expression in Eq. (9) with asymptotic limit 1.02. The horizontal dotted lines are centrality bin edges and the vertical dotted lines are the corresponding bin edges on n x from Fig. 1 of Ref. [17] . Correspondence with the running integral supports the assertion that P (n x ) → (1/σ 0 )dσ/dn x is assumed for the p-Pb Glauber analysis. Table I summarizes some results of the p-Pb Glauber analysis from Table 2 of Ref. [17] relating to the V0A detector. Primed quantities are found to be biased in the present study. The primed Glauber parameters correspond to the solid dots in Fig. 4 (right) whereas the unprimed N part values correspond to the triangles on the solid curve. Theρ 0 = n ch /∆η values, obtained from bin edges on V0A multiplicity n x , do not correspond to the defined centrality bins, as established in Sec. VI below. Based on the key assumption that N part ∝ n x the V0A data in Fig. 5 (left) were fitted with a convolution integral including the Glauber-model result as in Fig. 4 (left) described by Eq. (8) and a parametrized p-p (p-N) negative binomial distribution (NBD) P (n x ; µ, k), where µ =n x and µ/k is a fluctuation measure. If V0A multiplicity n x is assumed proportional to Glauber N part then P (n x ; µ, k) → P (n x ; N part µ, N part k) and µ and k values are determined by fitting the V0A distribution. Figure 6 (left) shows the p-p NBD on n x inferred from the 5 TeV p-Pb V0A fit (dashed curve) with (µ, k) = (11.0, 0.44) from Table 1 of Ref. [17] . To provide a reference from p-p data the solid curve is a double-NBD direct fit to 7 TeV NSD p-p data (150 million events) on n ch as in Ref. [21] . The open circles represent a single-NBD fit to the solid curve with parameters (µ, k) = (6.0, 1.1) for direct comparison with the V0A results. TeV NSD mean isρ 0N SD ≈ 6.17 in agreement with NBD µ = 6 from Ref. [21] . The fitted p-N NBD on n x is determined by combining the Glauber distribution on N part with the N part ∝ n x assumption. The NBD mean µ = 11 on n x is consistent with the 5 TeV NSD valueρ 0N SD ≈ 5 according to the curve in Fig. 7 (right) below. The shapes of the two NBD distributions are very different, but the difference is explained in Sec. VI. What follows is a determination of the relations among N part , n x and n ch that result from the Ref. [17] Glauber p-Pb analysis. Figure 7 (left) shows the correspondence (points) between centrality bin edges on N part and on n x from Figs. 4 (right) and 5 (right). The solid curve is
except that N part ≥ 2 is imposed as a constraint via
Those relations establish a correspondence N part ↔ n x . Figure 7 (right) shows pairs of bin edges on n x vs corresponding midrapidity centrality-mean values ofρ 0 ≡ n ch /∆η for seven V0A centrality bins from Table I 10) and (11) . Right: pairs of bin edges on nx vs corresponding midrapidity centrality-mean values ofρ 0 ≡ n ch /∆η (solid points) for seven V0A centrality bins. The dash-dotted and dotted curves are Eqs. (12) . The open circles are explained in the text.
in Fig. 8 (left, open circles) for a self-consistent system.
Equation (12) (second line) defines the dotted curve n x2 in the right panel and is derived by matching bin edges from P (n x ) in Fig. 5 (left) with bin edges from P (n ch ) obtained fromp t data in Ref. [16] and appearing in Fig. 13 . Since the same event ensemble is distributed on n x and n ch that is an apples-to-apples comparison. Equations (12) establish correspondence n x ↔ n ch while Eq. (10) establishes correspondence N part ↔ n x . The two relations can be combined to determine N part ↔ n ch . (12) combined to yield ρ 0 (N part ). The prime indicates that the charge density does not in fact correspond to the model N part values obtained from the p-Pb Glauber analysis, as demonstrated below. The dashed curve isρ 0 ≈ (N part /2)4.5 per the assumption of proportionality in Ref. [17] . Figure 8 (right) shows Jacobians dN part /dρ 0 for density transformations from one variable to the other. The relationρ 0 ≈ρ 0N SD N part /2 is indicated by the hatched band for 5 TeV p-p and p-Pb collisions withρ 0N SD ≈ 5. The dash-dotted, dotted and dashed curves are derived from corresponding curves in the left panel inferred from the Glauber analysis. The Jacobians test the initial assumption(s) of Ref. [17] that n ch is linearly related to, proportional to or "scales with" N part , in which case the Jacobian dN part /dρ 0 should be approximately constant.
Interpreting the V0A probability distribution P (n x ) as a differential cross-section distribution defines p-Pb centrality in terms of observable n x and the Glauber model of p-A geometry, e.g. parameters N part and b. The centrality bins on n x then define bin-averagedρ 0 values at midrapidity. The combination of a Glauber model for p-Pb centrality and a p-N NBD distribution with an assumption of proportionality between N part and n x leads to inference of a p-p NBD on n x . The combination suggests approximate proportionality between N part andρ 0 , seeming to close the circle. In the next section results of the p-Pb Glauber analysis of Ref. [17] are compared to geometry information inferred fromp t data in Ref. [14] derived from the same underlying particle data.
V. p-Pb GLAUBER MODEL vspt TCM
An analysis ofp t data for p-p, p-Pb and Pb-Pb collisions for several LHC energies was reported in Ref. [14] , and pertinent details are reviewed in App. B and Sec. III. A TCM forp t data from each collision system relates charge multiplicity to system centrality (where relevant) via manifestations of MB dijet production. In this section the p-Pb TCMp t results are compared to the Glaubermodel description of p-Pb data. The principal issue is apparent contradictions between the N part (ρ 0 ) trend inferred from thep t TCM and from the Glauber model of p-Pb centrality. Figure 9 (left) shows the p-Pb Glauber-model number of participants N part vs charge densityρ 0 = n ch /∆η (points) from Table I . Solid and open points represent N part and N part respectively. The dash-dotted (n x1 ) and dotted (n x2 ) curves are obtained from Eqs. (10), (11) and (12) . The dashed curve represents the assumption that "the number of participants is proportional to the number of charged hadrons," e.g. n ch ≈ n chN SD N part /2 [except N part ≥ 2 per Eq. (11)]. The solid curve is from the p-Pb TCM [14] . The large difference is apparent. Left: Comparison of Npart(ρ0) trends from the Glauber study in Ref. [17] (points and three curves) and the p-Pbpt TCM (solid) from Ref. [14] . Right: Hadron production per participant pair: trends from the Glauber study in Ref. [17] (points and three lower curves), from the p-Pbpt TCM (solid) and from the p-p TCM (dashed).
dashed curve is (2/N part )ρ 0 = 4.4 but with the constraint N part ≥ 2 imposed per Eq. (11) . The hatched band is ρ 0N SD ≈ 5 corresponding to 5 TeV p-p collisions [15] , consistent with the basic Glauber assumption for p-Pb analysis that ensemble-averaged N-N collisions are the same as p-p NSD for all p-Pb centrality conditions and increasing n ch must be due entirely to increasing N part . Figure 10 (left) shows N bin vsρ 0 with N bin ≡ N part −1 for p-A collisions. It is notable that the Glauber estimate N bin ≈ 2 applies to a centrality range where p-Pb is dominated by p-N. Figure 10 (right) shows ν ≡ 2N bin /N part obtained from Table I values (solid dots, N part , N bin ) and from corrected N part (open circles) compared to the p-Pb TCM (solid curve). The ν trend for Pb-Pb (dashed) is included for comparison. It is notable that ν for p-Pb from Ref. [17] exceeds that for Pb-Pb up toρ 0 ≈ 50 whereas the p-Pb TCM parameter values nearρ 0 ≈ 40 are N part ≈ 4, N bin ≈ 3 and ν ≈ 1.5. In that case (2/N part )ρ 0 ≈ 4.5ρ 0N SD implies approximately 20-fold increase in dijet production according to Ref. [7] . [17] where "centrality" is here measured by impact-parameter ratio b/b 0 (open squares) assuming that centralities in percent in Table I 
The solid dots are obtained from the p-Pb Glauber b estimates in Table I assuming b 0 ≈ 8 fm (based on radii 7.1 fm and 0.85 fm for Pb and p). The dash-dotted curve is derived from fractional cross section 1 − σ/σ 0 shown as the Glauber running integral (dash-dotted curve) in Fig. 15 (left) below. The Glauber analysis suggests that fully-central p-Pb collisions correspond toρ 0 ≈ 60, whereasp t data from Ref. [16] extend out toρ 0 ≈ 115 (hatched band). Table I represent 100σ/σ0 and σ/σ0 ≈ (b/b0) 2 . The solid points are from Table I . Right: Uncorrected ensemble-mean pt orp t vs correctedρ0 = n ch /∆η for 5 TeV p-Pb collisions from Ref. [16] (open squares). The solid curve is the p-Pb TCM. The solid points are predictions derived from the Glauber centrality analysis in Ref. [17] . The Glauber MC curve (dotted) is taken from Fig. 3 of Ref. [16] . The dotted line shows thē p t estimate for NSD p-p collisions and all else the same. Figure 11 (right) shows uncorrected ensemble-meanp t vs correctedρ 0 = n ch /∆η data for 5 TeV p-Pb collisions from Ref. [16] (open squares). The solid curve is the corresponding TCM from Ref [14] . The solid points and dash-dotted curve arep t estimates based on results from the p-Pb Glauber analysis of Ref. [17] using data from Table I and Eq. (4) (first line) repeated here for conveniencē
Consistent with the p-Pb Glauber analysis x(n s ) ≈ αρ sN N up toρ sN SD and then remains constant at the NSD value ≈ 0.06. ν(n s ) is described by the dash-dotted curve in Fig. 10 (right) andp thN N →p th0 = 1.3 GeV/c withp ts ≈ 0.4 and ξ ≈ 0.73. Those trends are consistent with the assumption that average N-N collisions for any p-Pb centrality should be equivalent to NSD p-p collisions. If that assumption were correct there is no possibility to match the published p-Pbp t data. According to the Glauber analysis p-Pb data cannot extend beyondρ 0 ≈ 55 (hatched band), yet the dotted "Glauber MC" curve from Fig. 3 of Ref. [16] extends out toρ 0 ≈ 70/0.6 ≈ 115. The MC vertical displacement from the other curves at small n ch is equivalent to a 5% change in the inefficiency parameter ξ in Eq. (13) .
To summarize, Glauber-model results from Ref. [17] appear to be inconsistent withp t data from Ref. [16] , both from the same collaboration. There are three major issues: (a) The N part (ρ 0 ) trend inferred fromp t data via the TCM analysis of Ref. [14] is dramatically different from that assumed for the Glauber analysis. (b) The Glauber model suggests that most-central p-Pb collisions correspond toρ 0 < 55 whereasp t data extend tō ρ 0 ≈ 115. (c) Thep t trend predicted by the Glauber analysis is very different from measurements in Ref. [16] and described by the TCM in Ref. [14] . In the next section possible sources of major differences are explored.
VI. p-Pb GLAUBER-MODEL DISCUSSION
A description of centrality in A-B collisions includes several elements: (a) measured total cross section σ 0 = πb 2 0 distributed as differential cross section dσ = πdb 2 manifesting as event frequency distributions on certain parameters; (b) A-B collision geometry measured by several internal geometry parameters, e.g. N part ; and (c) external or observable quantities that depend on hadron production, e.g. n ch . One then relates n ch to N part via (σ, b). Several questions arise: (a) which nucleons in A and B are participants by what criteria, (b) what hadron production mechanism(s) apply, (c) is dσ ∝ dN evt valid.
Reference [17] relates N part to (σ, b) via a geometric Glauber MC, and dσ ∝ dN evt on n ch is assumed. The combination of N part ↔ σ and σ ↔ n ch then closes the circle with an inferred relation between N part and n ch .
A. Npart vs n ch scaling assumptions
A central element of the p-Pb Glauber analysis of Ref. [17] is the assumed relation between Glauber N part and an observable quantity such as particle multiplicity within some η acceptance, denoted by n x for simplicity. The abstract includes "Under the assumption that the multiplicity measured in the Pb-going rapidity region [i.e. V0A n x ] scales with the number of Pb-participants, an approximate independence of the multiplicity per participating nucleon measured at midrapitity [sic] of the number of participating nucleons is observed." The summary includes "In particular, we assume that the multiplicity at mid-rapidity is proportional to N part .... We find... ii) that the multiplicity of charged particles at mid-rapidity scales linearly with the total number of participants...." Similar statements appear elsewhere in the text.
Arguments for proportionality or "scaling" between N part and n ch based in part on the wounded-nucleon model of hadron production [22] rely on fixed-target results at lower collision energies [23] or early data from RHIC (with large systematic uncertainties and limited centrality range) [24] . A description of Au-Au particle production vs centrality (PHOBOS) includes the statement "However, within the systematic errors, the total [i.e. 4π] yield per participant pair is approximately constant (within 10%) over the measured centrality range, 65 < N part < 358, which corresponds to 3 <ν < 6, whereν is the average number of collisions undergone by each oncoming nucleon. [That interval includes only the most-central 40% of the total cross section.] Thus, it appears that only the first few collisions have any appreciable effect on particle production..." [25] . The statement cautions however "It should be noted that this simple scaling is not observed for [differential] particle yields measured in a limited pseudorapidity range near midrapidity" [25] . The same collaboration further states that "...in d + Au collisions the total multiplicity of charged particles scales linearly with the total number of participants..." [26] . But that conclusion depends critically on how N part is estimated. If the N part estimate is based on assumed proportionality (as in Ref. [17] ) the quoted conclusion is trivial and the argument likely misleading.
B. Alternative TCM p-Pb centrality analysis
As an alternative to the Glauber analysis of Ref. [17] the following strategy is adopted. The TCM relation between N part andρ 0 near η = 0 inferred fromp t data in Ref. [14] as in Fig. 9 (left, solid curve) is adopted as the starting point. A frequency distribution P (n ch ) on ρ 0 near midrapidity is derived fromp t data reported in Ref. [16] . A cross-section distribution on N part is then constructed by assuming that the geometric Glauber distribution in Fig. 4 (left) may be a good approximation for peripheral collisions only and that P (n ch ) inferred from p t data is determining for more-central collisions. Figure 12 (left) shows N part vsρ 0 for the Glauber analysis of Ref. [17] (dash-dotted and dotted), for ideal N part scaling (dashed) and for the p-Pbp t TCM (solid). The solid TCM curve is the starting point for this alternative analysis. Whereas the Glauber trends are consistent with numerous participants and smaller p-N multiplicities the TCM trend is consistent with fewer participants and larger p-N multiplicities. Figure 12 (right) shows Jacobians dN part /dρ 0 derived from curves in the left panel. Note that Glauber curves are scaled down by 1/5. The obvious large disagreement between TCM Jacobian and Glauber versions is a central issue for the present study: Assumption of N part "scaling" with some n x would result in a nearly constant Jacobian proceeding from NSD n ch , which is quite inconsistent withp t data [14] and MB dijet results [27] .
The Jacobians in Figs. 12 (right) and 16 (right) can be used to transform probability distributions and differential cross sections on N part or n x to common parameter n ch orρ 0 . Note that for an effective maximum value N part ≈ 20 from the differential cross section in Fig. 4 the corresponding maximum charge density is Reference [17] does not provide an event frequency distribution on charge densityρ 0 near midrapidity that can relate directly to Fig. 12 , but such a distribution can be derived fromp t data in Ref. [16] . Assume δp t /p t ≈ δN ch /N ch ≈ 1/ √ ∆ηρ 0 N evt for Poisson statistics, where N ch is a multiplicity-bin total charge integrated over all events and within acceptance ∆η = 0.6. Given reported statistical errors δp t onp t data vsρ 0 solve for N evt (n ch ) to obtain event-frequency distribution P (n ch ) for η = 0. Figure 13 (left) compares several curves of differing origins (within the same plot context) obtained by transformations with relevant Jacobians. The dash-dotted curve is the Glauber MC differential cross-section on N part in Fig. 4 (left) transformed with the dash-dotted Jacobian in Fig. 12 (right) and is then nominally (1/σ 0 )dσ/dρ 0 , a differential cross-section distribution onρ 0 . The dashed curve is the V0A distribution P (n x ) in Fig. 5 transformed with the dashed Jacobian in Fig. 16 (right) to obtain a normalized event distribution onρ 0 . The open squares represent the normalized event distribution P (n ch ) derived fromp t statistical errors δp t reported in Ref. [16] as described above. The solid curve is an inferred TCM differential cross section. Figure 13 (right) shows the same results in a semilog format. The TCM solid curves are derived as follows:
The geometric Glauber MC cross-section distribution (1/σ 0 )dσ/dN part in Fig. 4 (left) is assumed as a starting point, applying at least to peripheral p-Pb collisions. The TCM Jacobian dN part /dρ 0 in Fig. 12 (right, solid) is used to transform to (1/σ 0 )dσ/dρ 0 which then greatly overshoots the mid-rapidity P (n ch ) (open squares) at largerρ 0 in the right panel. A function is applied to Glauber (1/σ 0 )dσ/dN part in Fig. 4 (left) such that the transformed distribution onρ 0 follows the form of P (n ch ) at largerρ 0 (see Sec. VI D). The result is the TCM solid curves in the two panels. The applied function is
The dash-dotted Glauber curve drops off rapidly at larger n ch whereas from Sec. VI D close correspondence with dashed V0A P (n ch ) is expected, similar to the relation between the TCM solid curve and P (n ch ) open boxes. Figure 14 (left) repeats Fig. 4 (left) now including the TCM cross-section distribution on N part (solid) as modified by Eq. (14) . Transformation of that curve with the Jacobian in Fig. 12 (right, solid) gives the TCM solid curves in Fig. 13 , suggesting that the true maximum participant number in central p-Pb collisions is about 8. Figure 15 (left) shows running integrals of dσ/dρ 0 and P (n ch ) distributions in Fig. 13 with corresponding line styles. The dashed V0A and dash-dotted Glauber MC trends contrast with the TCM trend (solid). Differences among V0A, Glauber, P (n ch ) and TCM distributions are discussed further in Sec. VI D. The horizontal dotted lines are centrality values defined in Ref. [17] . The solid dots are Glauberρ 0 data from Table I consistent with Glauber and V0A curves, although there are substantial differences between the two differential curves in Fig. 13 (left) . The triangles are corresponding TCMρ 0 values lying on the solid curve. The TCM centrality bin centers are systematically shifted to largerρ 0 . Fig. 13 with corresponding line styles. Solid points are from Table I . Solid triangles are explained in the text. Right: Impact-parameter b/b0 = σ/σ0 trends onρ0 illustrating extension of TCM centrality variation out to the limits ofpt data from Ref. [14] (hatched band). Figure 15 (right) shows impact-parameter b/b 0 trends onρ 0 . Whereas the Glauber cross section is already fully integrated on n ch (b/b 0 → 0) nearρ 0 = 60 the TCM centrality trend attains its b/b 0 → 0 limit only nearρ 0 = 115 (the upper limit forp t data from Ref. [16] ). Figure 15 demonstrates that TCM p-Pb centrality solves two problems arising from the Glauber analysis: (a) In an interval aboutρ 0 ≈ρ 0N SD where p-Pb ≈ p-N, 1 − σ/σ 0 ≈ 0 should persist as indicated by the TCM trend in the left panel, but the Glauber equivalent rises rapidly. (b) Significant centrality variation should extend out toρ 0 ≈ 115 consistent withp t data from Ref. [16] , as indicated by the TCM b/b 0 trend in the right panel, whereas the Glauber trend terminates near 60.
The structure of the p-N P (n ch ) distribution within p-Pb collisions is critical for understanding p-Pb centrality. In the Glauber study of Ref. [17] NBD parameters (µ, k) were inferred by fitting a convolution integral to the V0A N evt distribution on n x P (n x ). Using the appropriate Jacobian that distribution can be transformed to n ch for direct comparison with measured p-p data. Figure 16 (left) repeats p-p multiplicity distributions shown in Fig. 6 (left) above. The solid curve is a double-NBD on mid-rapidity n ch fitted to 7 TeV p-p data with accuracy at the percent level [28] . The value µ = 6 is consistent with the NSDρ 0 value for 7 TeV. The dashed curve is the single NBD on n x resulting from Glauber analysis of 5 TeV p-Pb V0A data described in Sec. IV B, with parameters (µ, k) = (11, 0.44). The two distributions as plotted are very different, although Ref. [17] concludes that "The values of the parameters µ and k are similar to those obtained by fitting the corresponding multiplicity distributions in pp collisions at 7 TeV" (text quoted in Sec. VI B above). But that statement contradicts the numbers above. Proper comparison requires transformation of the fitted density on n x to a density on midrapidityρ 0 with the correct Jacobian. The important difference lies with the k values. Multiplicity fluctuations can be measured by relative variance excess (compared to Poisson) σ 2 n /n − 1 = µ/k for an NBD distribution. Detailed measurements at LHC energies [28] reveal that p-p collisions exhibit large n ch variations. Charge densitiesρ 0 → 10ρ 0N SD ≈ 60 were reported in Ref. [28] . The 7 TeV NBD describing data has µ/k ≈ 6/1.1 = 5.5 whereas the NBD inferred from the Glauber analysis has µ/k ≈ 5/2 = 2.5, a factor 2.3 smaller although the collision energies are close. The large difference is manifested in the tails of the distributions: the Glauber fit is an order of magnitude lower than the measured p-p NBD tail nearρ 0 = 25 (a region quite relevant to the p-Pb analysis). The n x2 Jacobian would result in greater reduction. The assumptions in Ref. [17] noted in Sec. VI A are equivalent to assuming that average N-N encounters for any p-Pb n ch condition are equivalent to the p-p NSD mean.
A consequence of that assumption is inference of a p-N multiplicity distribution [from the fit to V0A P (n x )] with suppressed large-n ch tail sharply deviating from p-p data. Double-NBD curves (dotted) fitted to 0.9 TeV and 2.76 TeV p-p data [28] are shown for comparison. The Glauber-inferred NBD for 5 TeV p-Pb collisions is similar at largerρ 0 to a NBD for p-p collisions near 1 TeV. The suppressed tail on p-N P (n x ) is a consequence of overestimating the p-Pb large-N part tail in Fig. 14 (left) .
C. Joint probability distribution P(n ch , Npart)
The differences between Glauber and TCM analyses and proposed mechanisms can be further explored by plotting joint probability distributions (normalized event-frequency distributions) P (N part ,ρ 0 ) factorized as (15) withρ 0N N = (2/N part )ρ 0 . To simplify the exercise it is assumed that P (ρ 0N N |N part ) ≈ P (ρ 0 ) is described by Glauber-inferred (dash-dotted) or p-p-data (solid) curves onρ 0 in Fig. 16 (left) and (1/σ 0 )dσ/dN part is described by Glauber or TCM curves on N part in Fig. 14 (left) . Figure 17 (left) shows joint probability distribution P (N part ,ρ 0N N ) representing the Glauber analysis. The z axis is logarithmic over interval (10 −8 ,0.1). The dashed curves are constraint loci defined byρ 0 =ρ 0N N N part /2 withρ 0 increasing in integral multiples ofρ 0N SD from 5 to 45. The right-most dashed curve corresponds tō ρ 0 = 115, the limiting value for thep t analysis reported in Ref. [16] and appearing in Figs. 2 and 11 (right) . The solid curve is the TCM curve in Fig. 9 (right) plotted on N part rather thanρ 0 . The dash-dotted curve for the Glauber analysis has the same relation to Fig. 9 (right) .
The solid (TCM) and dash-dotted (Glauber) curves predict the most probable values or locus of modes (approximately the mean values) of fluctuatingρ 0N N and N part given the "centrality" constraintρ 0 on the p-Pb collision system. Up toρ 0 ≈ 10 the actual locus appears to follow the most-probable point for each dashed curve, which corresponds to N part ≈ 2. Beyond that point it could be argued that probability values at larger N part and smallerρ 0N N (the Glauber locus) may be greater. Figure 17 (right) shows P (ρ 0N N , N part ) constructed with TCM versions of P (ρ 0 ) and dσ/dN part . The z axis is logarithmic over the same interval as the left panel. The dramatic difference from the left panel is apparent and the Glauber locus is rejected here. The TCM locus, inferred fromp t data as in Ref. [14] , follows the most probable points up to large ρ 0 and intercepts the curve forρ 0 = 115 at N part ≈ 7.5 andρ 0N N ≈ 32. Note that p-p data for P (n ch ) in Ref. [28] extend out toρ 0N N ≈ 60 with N part ≡ 2. The large range of the TCM joint distribution onρ 0N N is thus consistent with p-p data, whereas the much smaller range in the left panel is a direct consequence of the broad distribution on N part required by the geometric Glauber MC. p-Pbp t data and p-p multiplicity distributions thus provide compelling evidence to support the alternative TCM-based centrality analysis. 
D. dσ vs dNevt and Laplace's approximation
The distributions in Fig. 13 are in principle not compatible within the same format. Normalized eventfrequency distributions P (n ch ) → P (ρ 0 ) (e.g. dashed curve, open squares) should be distinguished from differential cross sections (1/σ 0 )dσ/dρ 0 (dash-dotted and solid curves). The difference requires distinction between event frequency N evt and centrality-related cross section σ: proportionality dσ ∝ dN evt is not generally valid.
In Fig. 14 (left) cross section σ(N part ) depends solely on N part . Its relation to observed densityρ 0 results only indirectly from the relation N part (ρ 0 ) describing the locus of modes for the N evt density on the space (N part ,ρ 0 ). The cross section is simply transformed to a density on ρ 0 with a Jacobian (in Fig. 12 , right, solid curve) as
which gives the solid curves in Fig. 13 . With n ch fixed or integrated the relation dσ ∝ dN evt is valid on N part . In contrast, N evt (N part ,ρ 0 ) is a function of (at least) two variables. The N evt marginal density P (ρ 0 ) = (1/N 0 )dN evt /dρ 0 is given by the convolution integral
where P (N part ) ≡ (1/σ 0 )dσ/dN part . Equation (17) has the same structure as evidence E in Bayesian inference defined by the first line of Eq. (5) in Ref. [29] . The second line of Eq. (5) introduces Laplace's approximation and may be reformulated in the present context as
where P (ρ 0 |Ñ part ) is equivalent to the Bayesian likelihood, and the quantity in square brackets is the differential cross section onρ 0 evaluated atÑ part (ρ 0 ) on the locus of modes for a givenρ 0 . The first factor is effectively a running integral of hadron production model P (ρ 0 |N part ) which distinguishes the form of dN evt /dρ 0 from the form of dσ/dρ 0 , why dN evt ∝ dσ is not valid in that context. The various relations can be illustrated more simply by assuming that the locus of modes proceeds linearly down to lower limit N part = 2 atρ 0N N ≈ 3ρ 0N SD ≈ 15. Asρ 0 increases from zero to the endpoint of the locus of modes the running integral increases accordingly, with the factor in square brackets fixed at the value for lower limit N part ≡ 2 and σ/σ 0 ≡ 1. Above that point N part →Ñ part (ρ 0 ) varies withρ 0 according to the locus of modes. The running integral should then remain at a fixed value P [ρ 0 |Ñ part (ρ 0 )] while the quantity in square brackets varies in accord withÑ part (ρ 0 ). Within that interval dN evt ∝ dσ is a good approximation. Given that argument interpreting an event-frequency distribution, e.g. V0A distribution P (n x ) in Fig. 5 , as a differential cross section would produce systematic errors in the assigned cross-section intervals, as in Fig. 15 (left). Figure 18 (left) shows the p-Pb TCM differential cross section (solid curve) obtained from Ref. [16] p t data and event distribution P (n ch ) derived fromp t statistical errors (open squares). Also plotted is a running integral (dashed curve) of the 7 TeV solid curve in Fig. 16 (left) approximating 5 TeV p-p P (n ch ) multiplied by 0.035, the maximum value of the cross-section curve [corresponding to the limiting value of the term in square brackets in Eq. (18)]. Correspondence with the P (n ch ) data is good. Figure 18 (right) shows the Glauber cross-section and V0A P (n ch ) trends for comparison. The most important difference is between the TCM differential cross section (solid) and Glauber cross section (dash-dotted) at small n ch . The Glauber cross-section peak implies that p-Pb centrality is varying with n ch most rapidly nearρ 0 = ρ 0N SD corresponding to isolated p-N collisions, whereas the TCM cross-section trend reasonably predicts little change in centrality in that most-peripheral region.
Equation (17) can also be addressed as an inverse problem [30] wherein dN evt /dρ 0 is the "data," dσ/dN part is the "model," and P (ρ 0 |N part ) relatingρ 0 to N part is the "kernel." An inverse problem is solved if given data and kernel the model can be inferred. For the analysis of Ref. [17] a p-Pb geometry model was adopted from a Glauber MC based on certain assumptions. The relation ofρ 0 to N part (hadron production model, the kernel) was also assumed and the resulting convolution integral was compared to V0A P (n ch ) data to "validate" the model. But such a solution is not unique. In the alternative TCM analysis of Sec. VI B the kernel was derived from p-p multiplicity data with the relation ofρ 0 to N part determined by p-Pbp t data. The geometry model (crosssection distribution) was then inferred from the "data" by trial-and-error inversion. The TCM result is arguably unique because of the several direct contacts with measured data.
VII. p-Pb pt-SPECTRUM RATIOS
The abstract of Ref. [17] includes the statement "Furthermore, at high-p T the p-Pb spectra are found to be consistent with the pp spectra [when] scaled by N coll for all centrality classes..." implying that defined spectrum ratio Q pPb (p t ) remains close to 1 above some p t value, independent of n ch . The p-Pb spectrum data are reconsidered here in the context of the present study.
A. A TCM for spectrum ratios
In the context of the p t spectrum TCM of Ref. [15] the spectrum ratio defined in Ref. [17] can be expressed as
where the first line is based on TCM p t spectrum models in Eqs. (1) and (A1) and the last two lines assume x xx = αρ sxx for p-p and all p-N within p-A collisions. The unprimed parameters are values from the p-Pb TCM that accurately describep t data as in Sec. III. The N bin represents Glauber-model values taken from Table I . Spectrum ratios from Ref. [17] are taken from Fig. 19  (lower left, V0A) . The accessible information is the limiting values in p t < 0.5 (LO) and p t > 10 (HI) GeV/c. Variation of Q pPb (p t ) in the transition region from LO to HI within 1-4 GeV/c is determined by ratio T 0 (y t ) =Ĥ 0 (y y )/Ŝ 0 (y t ) [15] -whether quantity νx N N T 0 is 1 (HI) or 1 (LO). Details might permit reconstruction of spectrum hard components as in Ref. [15] , but ratio data plotted on linear p t (as opposed to logarithmic transverse rapidity y t ) do not provide access to that information. If the assumptions invoked for the Glauber analysis were correct N bin /N bin → 1 andρ sN N /ρ spp ≈ 1. According to Eqs. (19) LO should then vary as 1/ν and HI remain near 1, as for A-A collisions with no jet modification.
The following analysis is based on the assumption that ρ 0 values in Table I determined by V0A centrality bins correspond to spectrum ratios in Fig. 19 (V0A, lower  left) of Ref. [17] . For eachρ 0 value the TCM centrality is determined from Fig. 15 (left) and the N bin and ν values from Fig. 16 . Values ofρ s are obtained fromρ 0 by back transforming Eq. (2) (third line) using the relations in Fig. 1 . The values ofρ sN N then follow from Eq. (5) . Table II shows nominal (primed) and TCM (unprimed) fractional cross sections and Glauber parameters, midrapidity charge densityρ 0 , N-N soft componentρ sN N and TCM hard/soft ratio x N N required to evaluate Eqs. (19) for comparison with spectrum ratios from Ref. [17] . Fig. 19 of Ref. [17] . Those data, when multiplied by factor 1.9, correspond closely to the TCM values (also relevant to midrapidity). The dashed curves show the TCM result ifρ sN N ≈ρ spp for all cases, as assumed for the Glauber p-Pb analysis. Fig. 19 (lower Figure 19 (right) shows Eqs. (19) with N bin → N bin and all else the same (solid curves); i.e. Q pPb trends that should be observed if N bin were inferred via the TCM. The dashed curve is ratioρ sN N /ρ spp appearing in Eqs. (19) withρ spp → 4.4 as in Fig. 9 (right) and ρ sN N from Table II . Those results are compatible with the TCMp t analysis of Ref. [14] as in Sec. III where largē p t increases result from MB dijet production increasing quadratically with p-N (N-N) soft componentρ sN N .
Within the context of the Glauber p-Pb centrality analysis and its assumptions one should expect Q pPb ≈ 1 for very peripheral p-Pb (i.e. p-N ≈ p-p) collisions. LO should then decrease ∝ 1/ν (i.e. toward 0.5 for p-A collisions) and HI should remain constant near unity with increasing centrality (e.g. V0A multiplicity). That the very peripheral values are near 0.5 rather than 1 is already notable in Fig. 19 of Ref. [17] . The TCM analysis reveals that the observed peripheral values correspond to 1/N bin = 1/1.94 ≈ 0.51 -the Glauber estimate for binary collision number in isolated p-N collisions is N bin ≈ 2.
The p-Pb TCM, in the form of Eqs. (19) and unprimed parameters in Table II , accurately predicts the observed Glauber LO trend in the left panel -no parameters were adjusted to accommodate the Q pPb data. The large difference between TCM and Glauber HI trends is then difficult to explain, since according to Eqs. (19) the ratio HI/LO is simply the quantity νρ sN N /ρ spp and those factors, when included in Eqs. (19) , describe the measured LO trend accurately. It is also interesting to note that the CL1 HI trend from Fig. 19 of Ref. [17] follows the TCM HI trend closely when multiplied by constant factor 1.9.
The rapid increase of Q pPb HI for peripheral p-Pb collisions is simply explained in terms of Fig. 15 (left) : With an increasing n ch or n x "centrality" condition the multiplicity of very peripheral p-Pb (i.e. individual p-N) collisions increases accordingly with little change in the actual p-Pb centrality (b/b 0 ≈ 1 persists). Peripheral p-Pb basically follows the p-p n ch trend as in Sec. III.
A general conclusion can be drawn from p-Pb Q pPb data in the context of a TCM describingp t data from the same collision system: In case jets are unmodified in p-A collisions and there is linear superposition of p-N collisions one should expect a large increase of Q pPb ( 1) in the high-p t or HI region with increasing n ch due to quadratically increasing MB dijet production in p-N collisions. The LO region should increase modestly according to competition between decreasing 1/ν and increasing (not static as assumed)ρ sN N , both as in Fig. 19 (right) . The unexpected results in Fig. 19 of Ref. [17] arise in part because of certain limitations in the Glauber analysis as described above, but other aspects remain unexplained.
C. Identified-pion spectra for 5 TeV p-Pb collisions
A critical test for the TCM description of Q pPb trends above can be established with published identified-pion spectra for 5 TeV p-Pb collisions from Ref. [31] . Figure 20 (left) shows identified-pion spectra from the same p-Pb collision system considered throughout this article. The published spectra have been multiplied by 2π to be consistent with the η densities used in this study and transformed to y t with Jacobian m t p t /y t . The spectra are then normalized by soft-component densitȳ ρ s = (N part /2)ρ sN N as reported in Table II following Eq. (1) (third line) except that an additional factor 0.8 is applied toρ s values in Table II to Table II reported in Ref. [14] (thinner curves). The dashed curve is hardcomponent modelĤ0(yt) with exponential tail. The dotted curve is a Gaussian with the same parameters but no tail. Figure 20 (right) shows the difference X(y t ) −Ŝ 0 (y t ) normalized by x(n s )ν(n s ) = αρ sN N ν(n s ) with TCM values reported in Ref. [14] and Table II . There are no ad-justments to accommodate the data. Given Eq. (1) the result should be directly comparable to the p-p spectrum hard-component model in the formĤ 0 (y t ) with model parameters (ȳ t , σ yt , q) = (2.65, 0.59, 3.9) for 5 TeV p-p collisions as reported in Ref. [15] . The dashed curve iŝ H 0 (y t ) with (ȳ t , σ yt , q) → (2.45, 0.605, 3.9). A shift to lower fragment momenta for pions is expected based on Fig. 7 (left) of Ref. [32] : pion FFs are softer than kaon FFs are softer than proton FFs. The overall TCM spectrum description is well within point-to-point data uncertainties except for the lowest centrality class (solid curve) where the large deviation is expected based on Ref. [15] . One may then conclude that the predictions for quantity Q pPb in Fig. 19 (right) are generally consistent with published p-Pb pion spectrum data. The TCM description of p-Pb spectra assumes linear superposition of p-N collisions within p-Pb collisions. However, it also describes realistically the changing properties of p-N collisions depending on applied p-Pb n ch condition. Those two panels can be compared with Figs. 1 in Refs. [4, 15] .
D. Spectrum ratios for p-Pb identified pions
The TCM HI and LO trends in Fig. 19 (right) describe limiting values. Using the pion p t spectra in Fig. 20 datamodel comparisons for differential Q pPb (p t ) are possible. Figure 21 (left) shows identified-pion spectrum ratios Q pPb (p t ) (bold curves of several styles to 3 GeV/c). The most-peripheral TCM spectrum is adopted as the p-p reference. Unprimed TCM N bin values from Table II are used for all ratios. For the most-central 5 TeV p-Pb spectrum the ratio αρ sN N νT 0 (p t ) of hard/soft spectrum components crosses 1 near p t = 1 GeV/c and reaches only 5 at p t = 3 GeV/c, the end of the published pion spectra. The soft component therefore contributes substantially at that endpoint and asymptotic HI limits are not attained. The LO limits are not resolved in this plot format. The thinner TCM curves are discussed below. Figure 21 (right) shows the same data and curves plotted on logarithmic transverse rapidity y t . The LO trends below 0.5 GeV/c (y t ≈ 2) are then clearly resolved, and the correspondence with the TCM LO predictions (bold lines with same line styles) is evident. The thinner curves are TCM predictions based on fixed TCM model func-tionsŜ 0 (y t ) andĤ 0 (y t ) in Eq. (19) that appear in Fig. 20 . There is good agreement with the spectrum data, and the TCM ratios extrapolate to the predicted HI values
The systematic behavior of these spectrum ratios with increasing p-Pb centrality is formally equivalent to the variation of p-p spectrum ratios with increasing n ch [15] . That similarity is further evidence thatρ sN N increases strongly with p-Pb centrality as revealed by the TCM. 
VIII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The main subject of this study is inference of p-Pb centrality from certain aspects of measured data. This section considers systematic uncertainties for two competing methods. Some issues to consider: Are TCM results relating to p-Pb collisions unique and reliable? Are Glauber results unique given related physical assumptions. Are those assumptions realistic? Do the results from either method "make sense" in relation to other data and collision systems? Are certain conjectured biases considered in the Glauber study relevant to data?
A. p-Pb TCM uncertainties TCM uncertainties have been estimated for spectra and correlations in several previous studies [4, [7] [8] [9] 15] and especially for the recentp t analysis [13] . TCM data descriptions are typically within data uncertainties.
The relevant issue for this study is the accuracy of hard/soft fraction x(n s ) from which all other aspects of the p-Pb TCM (e.g. N part , ν) are derived. According top t data from Ref. [16] the p-Pb TCM is essentially the p-p TCM below the transition pointρ s ≈ 3ρ sN SD ≈ 15 ≡ρ s0 and inherits p-p uncertainties in that interval which are described in Refs. [4, 7, 15] . Within that interval x(n s ) ≈ αρ s is accurate to a few percent over a 10-fold increase in MB dijet production, implying that N part ≈ 2 within the same interval. Aboveρ s0 the x(n s ) model is a conjecture based on (a) continued monotonic increase with (b) the simplest form. The TCM then has two adjustable parameters with which to accommodatē p t data and does at the percent level as shown in Fig. 2 .
In all cases, elements of the TCM are derived based on data trends, simplicity and self-consistency. The TCM must describe or predict data from all available data systems or be falsified. No ad hoc elements are invoked. As noted, a key issue is the precise coincidence of p-p and p-Pbp t data over a substantialρ 0 interval, implying that p-Pb centrality does not change over that interval (wherein b/b 0 ≈ 1 and N part ≈ 2). Whatever centrality method is invoked should arrive at that common result.
B. Geometric Glauber model -general issues
Estimation of systematic uncertainties relating to the Glauber analysis is problematic given the large deviations from published data and other analyses as demonstrated in the present study. Within the context of the Glauber analysis the key assumptions (a) applicability of a geometric Glauber model to p-A and (b) validity of the n ch ∝ N part assumption are of critical importance.
Assumption (a) represents a limiting case: Any target nucleon within an eikonal corridor defined by the invacuum σ pp inelastic cross section must suffer a collision with the single projectile proton. But no data support that assumption. In symmetric A-A collisions there are many projectile nucleons, and the mean number of binary collisions per nucleon is less than 6. Most participants may be created by a projectile with no prior collisions. This assumption should be considered quite uncertain.
Assumption (b) is generally inconsistent with observations for more-central A-A collisions. Reference [25] cited in support of that assumption warns "It should be noted that this simple scaling [n ch ∝ N part ] is not observed for [differential dn ch /dη] particle yields measured in a limited pseudorapidity range near midrapidity" as noted in Sec. VI A. The n ch ∝ N part trend, which describes the TCM soft component only, is violated by 80% for more-central Pb-Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV as in Ref. [14] , Sec. V-A. The large deviation results from the MB dijet contribution with n ch ∝ N bin . The validity of this assumption should therefore be considered unlikely. Further qualitative issues (a) -(f) are itemized in Sec. X.
C. Statistical bias and collision models
A statistical quantity or statistic is biased if it returns a mean or median that is different from the true value for a given data population. In the case of centrality determination for instance values of N part or b different from the true value for a given event sample would represent such a bias. A related aspect is internal consistency wherein statistical analysis of a given data population returns values consistent with one another whether biased or not, for instance mean values of N part for different subsets of an event ensemble following an expected trend.
Reference [17] refers to "dynamical" bias of centrality estimates based on particle multiplicities n ch due to large fluctuations (e.g. of n ch for fixed N part ). "...centrality classification...based on [charge] multiplicity may select a sample of [N-N] collisions which is biased..." (p. 16) and "...generate a dynamical bias in centrality classes" (abstract). A proposed measure of such bias as presented in Fig. 8 (left) of Ref. [17] is the quantity R = Multiplicity /[ N ancestor µ], where N ancestor (clan model) is apparently equivalent to N part according to the caption, and the data are obtained from the geometric Glauber MC coupled with NBD and fitted to various n x (e.g. V0A) distributions. Deviations of R from unity are expected to indicate dynamical bias. Figure 22 (left) shows a ratio equivalent to R above for seven multiplicity bins (points) based on values in Table I . The open circles correspond to unprimed N part in that table. The data points are assigned µ =ρ 0N SD = 5 from 5 TeV p-p collisions. The dashed curve represents V0A data with µ = 11 per the NBD obtained from fits to those data and is derived from Eqs. (9), (10) and (11), assuming as in Ref. [17] that P (n x ) ≈ (1/σ 0 )dσ/dn x . For that curveρ 0 → n x /2 is used to match Fig. 8 (left) of Ref. [17] , but note that ∆η = 2.3 for the V0A detector. The correspondence between this dashed curve and the V0A data points (solid squares) in Ref. [17] is good. Table I . For the V0A curve (dashed) ρ0 → nx/2 and µ = 11 are assumed so as to match Fig. 8 (left) of Ref. [17] . Right: Similar to the left panel but the added TCM trend is as described in the text. The open squares are data from Ref. [17] with TCM Table II values for centralities and Npart. The close agreement with the TCM is notable. Figure 22 (right) shows the TCM equivalent (solid curve) derived from Eqs. (6) for x(n s ), (7) for N part (n s ), (2) to determineρ 0 (n s ) and the solid curve in Fig. 14  (left) to determine σ/σ 0 vs N part , with µ =ρ 0N SD = 5 as in the left panel. The open squares are the sameρ 0 values from Ref. [17] and Table I but with the other parameters in R given unprimed TCM values from Table II . The Glauber results in the left panel are repeated for comparison. Whereas the data points in the left panel seem to deviate significantly from a hypothesis based on ρ 0N SD ≈ 5, a property of 5 TeV p-p collisions reported in Ref. [15] , the same data in the right panel are in good agreement with a TCM trend based on the same value.
The dotted lines represent the relation n ch ∝ N part assumed for the Glauber analysis in the form (2/N part )ρ 0 = ρ 0N SD . If that were a true property of the p-Pb data ensemble then significant deviations might indeed represent statistical bias. But thep t analysis of Ref. [14] reveals that p-Pb data are better represented by the TCM solid curve in the right panel as the "true" data trend. In fact, individual p-N collisions within p-Pb collisions are strongly biased relative to ensemble-averaged isolated p-p collisions depending on the imposed p-Pb n ch condition, just as isolated p-p collisions are biased as to the mix of hadron production mechanisms depending on an imposed p-p n ch condition. That bias is accurately described within the TCM, e.g. by the solid curve in Fig. 22 .
The contrasting trends for peripheral collisions are notable. As the multiplicity n ch condition increases from zero the TCM curve remains within the b/b 0 ≈ 1 hatched band with N part ≈ 2 for peripheral p-Pb, dominated by isolated p-N collisions. Aboveρ 0 ≈ 2ρ 0N SD p-Pb centrality begins to increase (σ/σ 0 decreases below 1) and the p-N mean multiplicity increases toward a limiting valueρ 0N N ≈ 6ρ 0N SD ≈ 30 corresponding to upper limit N part ≈ 8 as in Fig. 14 (left) . The product (N part /2)ρ 0N N then corresponds to the upper limit ρ 0 ≈ 115 for the p-Pb event sample reported in Ref. [16] . In contrast, the V0A dashed curves immediately deviate from the b/b 0 ≈ 1 hatched bands as n ch increases from zero because the assumption P (n x ) ≈ (1/σ 0 )dσ/dn x is incorrect, as discussed in Sec. VI D and demonstrated in Fig. 18 (left) . One result is the Glauber MC estimate N bin ≈ 2 forρ 0 ≈ρ 0N SD and isolated p-N collisions.
D. Internal consistency and centrality strategies
The internal consistency of the Glauber implementation in Ref. [17] may be questioned. Glauber MC estimates for N part in Table I are inconsistent with a running integral of the Glauber differential cross section in Fig. 4 (left) as shown in the right panel (solid dots vs solid curve). The Glauber MC estimates for b in Table I (solid  dots) Reference [17] describes several strategies for determining p-Pb centrality depending on the η acceptance and nature of detectors used to define centrality classes. The several detectors include the V0A detector as described above and a zero-degree neutron calorimeter (ZNA). Reference [17] asserts that whereas V0A and other chargemultiplicity detectors may suffer from bias due to p-N multiplicity fluctuations (see previous subsection) no bias is expected for estimates based on the ZNA assumed to be causally disconnected from midrapidity n ch . However, different η intervals involve different combinations of soft and hard components of hadron production which are not well defined. The TCM hard component, representing MB dijets arising from low-x gluons, is strongly peaked at midrapidity [33] where the TCM is well-established. Figure 23 (left) shows fractional cross sections in the form 1 − σ/σ 0 vs participant number N part . Several centrality strategies are represented, including the V0A detector emphasized in this study, the ZNA neutron detector at zero degrees and the known impact parameter b within the Glauber MC, whose results cluster around the Glauber trend (dash-dotted curve) derived as a running integral of Eq. (8) . The inverted triangles are points on that curve corresponding to standard centrality values. The large disagreement with the TCM curve (solid) inferred fromp t data has been noted above. Fig. 12 (right) . The dashed curve is derived from V0A P (n ch ) assumed equivalent to a differential cross section. The ZNAρ 0 values are taken from Fig. 16 (lower right) of Ref. [17] . The TCM curve is a running integral of the TCM differential cross section in Fig. 13 defined below that figure. The V0A data (solid dots) are consistent with the V0A curve or the Glauber MC curve. The ZNA data (open circles) favor the V0A curve except for the most-central points where there are large deviations. In effect, changes in the ZNA centrality condition there produce no corresponding change in the measured quantity. Again there is major disagreement with the TCM trend. Generally, the systematic differences between alternative centrality detectors are minor compared to the systematic Glauber-TCM difference.
In the left panel the TCM-Glauber difference arises from the preferred p-A collision model-what nucleons within an eikonal corridor are actually "wounded"which is an experimental issue. The TCM result is inferred inductively fromp t data whereas the geometric Glauber MC is an assumed model. In the right panel, the V0A-TCM difference at smallρ 0 arises from confusing the V0A P (n ch ) with a differential cross section. The result is a Glauber prediction that forρ 0 ≈ρ 0N SD the p-Pb centrality is 90%, whereas the TCM prediction is 100% or b ≈ b 0 , i.e. isolated p-N collisions. At largerρ 0 the Glauber-TCM difference is complementary to the result in the left panel: The TCM describes larger charge multiplicities for smaller N part as a characteristic of p-N collisions within p-A collisions, consistent withp t data.
IX. DISCUSSION
This section emphasizes four topics relating to p-Pb centrality determination. (a) Any centrality model must be related to an observable quantity based on a model of hadron production within high-energy nuclear collisions. (b) A major information source for formulating hadron production models is p t spectra andp t data. (c) Any model for p-A collisions must rely on the nature of the proton projectile and its interaction with target nucleons within a dense nucleus. And (d) MB dijets should play a major role in the formulation of any collision model.
A. TCM vs Glauber hadron production models
Hadron production in elementary p-p collisions is observed to proceed via two dominant mechanisms represented by the TCM soft and hard components. The TCM efficiently and accurately describes a broad array of yield, spectrum and correlation data. The hard component representing MB dijets plays a dominant role in evolution of data structures with charge multiplicity n ch and/or A-B centrality measured for instance by nucleon participant number N part . More-central Au-Au or Pb-Pb collisions are consistent with participant scaling for the n ch soft component, but the jet-related hard contribution varies with N bin in complex ways. The relation between N part and n ch for p-A collisions is thus an open question that should be resolved via quantitative analysis, for example as described in Refs. [13, 14] and Sec. III.
The Glauber study relies on an assumed geometric Glauber MC and a basic assumption about hadron production: hadron multiplicity n ch is simply proportional to N part . Based on that context larger values of N part are related to smaller n ch . But p-Pbp t data require smaller N part in combination with largerρ 0N N to accommodate noneikonal dijet production per the TCM. The geometric Glauber MC is a common basis for centrality determination in A-A collisions and for several MC collision models such as HIJING [34] and AMPT [35] . These p-Pb results motivate reconsideration of the validity of such models.
The data and TCM trends in Fig. 1 and p-Ap t data in Fig. 2 are consistent with the following scenario: Increase of jet-related hadron production in p-A collisions may proceed via two mechanisms depending on control parameterρ s : (a) increasing depth of splitting cascades on momentum fraction x within single p-N collision partners that increasesρ sN N (n s ) ≈ρ s for the most-peripheral p-A collisions or (b) increasing participant-nucleon number N part (n s ) with increasing p-A centrality andρ sN N (n s ) < ρ s . The relative contributions depend on probabilities. Below transition pointρ s0 single p-N collisions dominate and the noneikonalρ h ≈ρ hN N ≈ αρ 2 sN N trend for dijet production observed in p-p collisions [4] is determining. Aboveρ s0 p-A centrality dominates and increasing p-N binary-collision number N bin plays the dominant role in dijet production withρ h (n s ) ≈ N bin (n s )αρ 2 sN N (n s ). Dijet manifestations provide an essential and effective probe of p-A centrality. A primary message from p-Pbp t data is the trend toward largerρ 0N N = (2/N part )ρ 0 and smaller N part compared to expectations based onρ 0 ∝ N part linear scaling as assumed for the Glauber study in Ref. [17] .
B. TCM for pt spectra vspt data
The TCM for p t spectra such as reported in Refs. [4, 7, 8] inspired the TCM forp t data as in Ref. [14] . It is not surprising then to find structural equivalents. Normalized spectraρ 0 (y t )/ρ s in Fig. 20 (left) relative to universal soft-component modelŜ 0 (y t ) are equivalent toP t /ρ s in Eq. (4) (second line) relative to universal soft componentp ts which may be derived fromŜ 0 (y t ). Relative to the soft components the hard components then vary with common factors x(n s )ν(n s ). Dividing by those factors leavesp thN N forp t data andĤ 0 (y t ) for p t spectra from whichp thN N may be derived. Spectrum ratios such as Q pPb are likep t =P t /n ch in that distinct soft and hard components and their corresponding hadron production mechanisms may be confused and obscured.
Hadron production in A-B collisions may be summarized as follows: The productρ s = (N part /2)ρ sN N applies generally. In p-p collisions hadron production is controlled byρ sN N →ρ s with noneikonalρ h ∝ρ 2 s and N part ≡ 2 fixed. In A-A collisions hadron production is controlled by N part with eikonal N bin ≈ (N part /2) 4/3 and ρ sN N ≈ρ sN SD approximately constant. Production in p-A collisions is intermediate and must be determined by experiment, for example by TCM analysis of p-Pbp t data where MB dijets dominate data variations. Figure 20 confirms that the N part andρ sN N trends in Table II inferred from thep t study in Ref. [14] accurately predict p-Pb p t spectrum data for pions in Ref. [31] . It also validates the assumption in Ref. [14] that jet production in p-Pb is unmodified, since spectrum hard components H(y t ) from p-Pb spectra are consistent with p-pĤ 0 (y t ).
C. The proton projectile within p-A collisions
A major issue arising from comparisons of the Glauber MC and TCM for p-Pb collisions in Sec. VI is the large difference between the upper limit on participant number N part ≈ 16-19 for b ≈ 0 estimated with the geometric Glauber MC and the much lower N part ≈ 8 inferred from TCM analysis ofp t data. The p-Pb Glauber MC is based on the assumption that even for a central p-Pb collision each of approximately 18 binary p-N encounters is equivalent to an isolated in-vacuum p-p collision. But in mostcentral Au-Au or Pb-Pb collisions the mean number of binary collisions per participant is less than 6, and 18 successive binary p-N collisions has never been otherwise observed. How a proton projectile interacts with target nucleons after many p-N collisions and within a dense nuclear environment is an open question. p-Pb data may provide a unique basis for its resolution.
A participant nucleon within the target nucleus as defined has been effectively struck by a projectile proton. The geometric Glauber MC assumes that any target nucleon residing within an "eikonal corridor" relative to the projectile-proton trajectory (defined by a p-N cross section ≈ σ pp ) becomes a participant. However, the effective number of participants may be reduced in at least two ways: (a) The capacity of the projectile proton to "wound" a target nucleon may decrease along its trajectory after multiple prior p-N collisions. (b) The capacity of a projectile proton to "wound" at any point along its trajectory within a dense nuclear environment may be substantially less than predicted via the p-p cross section. Data from high-energy p-A collisions such asp t data from Ref. [16] , spectrum data from Ref. [31] and centrality data from Ref. [17] provide a unique opportunity to explore such novel possibilities. A follow-up study of that problem will be presented in a future article.
D. MB dijets and p-Pb centrality determination
The distinction between soft and hard components of yields, spectra and correlations from high-energy nuclear collisions is the basis for the TCM. That separation is the result of observed data structures rather than a priori assumptions. Attribution of the hard component to MB dijet production is also the result of comparisons between measured data trends and measured jet characteristics. MB dijets then provide the main source of information for centrality determination in p-A collisions, as in Sec. III. Generally, the importance of MB dijets for understanding high-energy nuclear collisions should be emphasized [27] .
Measured MB jet trends indicate that p-p collisions are noneikonal based on the observed relationρ h ∝ρ 2 s . There is no restricted "eikonal corridor" depending on p-p impact parameter, all participant low-x partons in each proton may interact within any collision. The same relation in p-A collisions may then be used to track the factorizationρ s = (N part /2)ρ sN N via the MB jet yield perρ hN N ∝ρ 2 sN N , e.g. thep t analysis of Ref. [14] , from which N part (ρ 0 ) may be inferred as in Fig. 3 (left) .
Althoughp t data may be very precise they retain limited spectrum information. Predictions of full spectra provide a more rigorous test of the TCM and the role of MB jets in hadron production. The validity of TCMinferred N part (ρ 0 ) is confirmed by accurate prediction of p-Pb spectra and spectrum ratios in Figs. 20 and 21. In contrast, the Glauber analysis apparently does not incorporate any aspect of jet production. The central assumptionρ 0 ∝ N part is consistent with a solitary soft component and no jet contribution, which contradicts a broad array of A-B data [4, [7] [8] [9] . The geometric Glauber MC is based on the eikonal approximation applied at the p-N level as well as the composite A-B level, which contradicts an assortment of p-p data [4, 7, 15, 19] X. SUMMARY This article reports a comparative study of two methods for estimating the centrality of p-A (specifically p-Pb) collisions. One method is based on simulations of projectile-proton interactions with Pb target nucleons via a geometric Glauber Monte Carlo and an assumption that hadron production is proportional to number of participant nucleons as simulated. The other method is based on a two-component (soft + hard) model (TCM) of hadron production describing any A-B collision system.
The TCM has been applied successfully and accurately to yields, spectra and two-particle correlations from a variety of A-B collision systems over a broad range of collision energies. The basic elements of the TCM, soft (projectile dissociation) and hard (scattered-parton fragmentation to jets) hadron production mechanisms, reflect high-energy physics results over several decades. Most recently, the TCM was used to describe ensemble-mean p t data from p-p, p-Pb and Pb-Pb within their uncertainties. From thep t study the inferred relation between p-Pb participant-nucleon number N part and charge densityρ 0 near midrapidity was obtained as a simple modification of the data trend for p-p collisions. According top t data the noneikonal nature of p-p collisions-each participant parton in one proton can interact with any participant in the partner proton-continues for p-N collisions within p-A collisions, and MB dijet production is then related quadratically to the p-N charge density.
The Glauber Monte Carlo (MC) study reports rapid increase of N part with n ch (as a centrality control parameter) to a mean value within 16-19 for most-central densityρ 0 ≡ n ch /∆η ≈ 45, with fluctuations of N part to as high as 30 . In contrast, the TCM describes slow increase of N part , with maximum value near 8 forρ 0 ≈ 115. The present study aims to determine the origin of those differences and which method, if either, may be correct.
Detailed comparison of the two methods leads to the following observations: (a) The Glauber MC predicts a differential cross section dσ/dN part describing maximum centrality variation for most-peripheral collisions (smallest n ch ) where isolated p-N collisions should dominate, whereas the TCM predicts minimal centrality variation in the same interval. (b) The Glauber analysis locates most-central p-Pb collisions belowρ 0 ≈ 50, whereas measured p-Pbp t data extend out to 115. (c) The Glauber study describes the number of hadrons per participant pair as remaining near the p-p mean value 5, whereas the TCM derived from 5 TeV p-Pbp t data describes rapid increase of that quantity for more-peripheral p-Pb collisions, similar to p-p data, up to a maximum value near 30. (d) Trends derived from the Glauber MC can be combined to predict p-Pbp t data, but the predicted values are much smaller than measuredp t data and the TCM description. (e) The tail of probability distribution P (n ch ) for p-N collisions within p-Pb collisions inferred via the Glauber MC drops off much more rapidity than measured distributions for p-p collisions. (f) The p-Pb/pp spectrum ratio Q pPb (p t ) (inferred by scaling with N-N binary-collision number N bin from the Glauber MC) is said to remain near 1 for p t > 10 GeV/c for all p-Pb centralities, whereas the TCM derived fromp t data predicts rapid increase of that ratio to about 14. The TCM ratio prediction is found to be consistent with measured pion spectra from 5 TeV p-Pb collisions.
Those observations, taken together, suggest that the Glauber MC is not a valid description of p-Pb collisions and/or that the basic assumptionρ 0 ∝ N part is not valid, whereas the TCM accurately describes a variety of data. One question that emerges concerning the basis for the Glauber MC: To what extent is a projectile proton able to "wound" a target nucleon and thereby produce a participant? The Glauber MC assumes that any encounter corresponding to a p-N cross section of 70 mb is a collision. TCM results suggest that the effective participant production rate may be only 1/3 of the Glauber estimate.
The geometric Glauber MC is a common basis for centrality determination in A-A collisions and for several MC collision models such as HIJING and AMPT. These p-Pb results motivate reconsideration of the validity of such models. As to recent claims of collectivity in p-A systems, p-Pb pion spectra and their ratios indicate no deviation from linear superposition of p-N collisions over a large p-Pb n ch and centrality interval. Jet production, at least, appears to remain unmodified in p-Pb collisions.
(curves) are compared to data from four energies (13, 7, 0.9 and 0.2 TeV) in Ref. [19] . The overall result is a comprehensive description of dijet contributions to p t spectra vs p-p collision energy over three orders of magnitude. (13 TeV) . The curves are determined by TCM parameters for NSD p-p collisions from Ref. [37] . The 200 GeV fine solid curves illustrate n ch dependence. The points are from Refs. [4] (200 GeV) and [37] (13 TeV). Right: TCM hard-soft ratio parameter α determined by analysis of spectrum-ratio data (solid points) from Ref. [37] . The solid curve is defined in Ref. [15] . The dashed curve is the solid curve reduced by factor 0.83 corresponding to the ∆η acceptance reduction. The open circles are derived in Ref. [14] from p-ppt data in Ref. [16] .
Parameter α connecting soft and hard components of p-p hadron yields is related to jet systematics by αρ 2 sN SD =ρ hN SD = (∆η)f N SD 2n ch,j , (A2)
where 2n ch,j is the mean hadron fragment multiplicity per dijet averaged over a jet spectrum for given collision energy [32] and f N SD = (1/σ N SD )dσ jet /dη is the dijet frequency and η density per NSD p-p collision [36] . The energy trends for those quantities, inferred from isolatedjet data, can be used to predict an energy trend for α. Figure 24 (right) shows values for α( √ s) (solid points) obtained for 200 GeV and 13 TeV from Refs. [4, 15] respectively. The solid curve from Ref. [15] is based on measured properties of isolated jets [19] . The open points are inferred fromp t trends in Ref. [14] (described below). The dashed curve is the solid curve reduced by factor ≈ 0.83 (≈ 0.5/0.6) corresponding to the reduced angular acceptance ∆η = 0.6 in Ref. [16] compared to previous results for ∆η = 2.0 [4, 7] .
Appendix B:pt TCM for p-p collisions
The present study emphasizes comparisons betweenp t analysis of p-p, p-Pb and Pb-Pb collisions and a Glauber analysis of p-Pb centrality. This appendix briefly reviews basicp t TCM analysis for elementary p-p collisions.
Reference [13] established that a TCM for ratiop t = P t /n ch constitutes a good description of LHC data from p-p and Pb-Pb collisions at several energies and provided hints as to the mechanism of p-Pbp t variation -evolving from a p-p trend for smaller n ch to a quantitatively different but similar trend above a transition point. Reference [15] presented a detailed TCM analysis of p-p p t spectra for a range of energies from 17 GeV to 13 TeV. Soft componentŜ 0 (m t , √ s) varies weakly with energy and not at all with n ch , but hard compo-nentĤ 0 (y t , n s , √ s) varies strongly with energy (consistent with jet properties) and significantly with n ch (as established with 200 GeV spectra). Those new spectrum results have been incorporated in a revisedp t analysis in Ref. [14] summarized for p-p here and for p-Pb in Sec. III.
Quantitiesp th (n s , √ s), α( √ s) and an effective detector acceptance ratio ξ are used to update results from Ref. [13] . The TCM for charge densities averaged over some angular acceptance ∆η (e.g. 0.6 for Ref. [16] ) is
where x(n s ) ≡ρ h /ρ s ≈ αρ s is the ratio of hardcomponent to soft-component yields [7] and α( √ s) is shown in Fig. 24 (right) . Primes denote uncorrected quantities. The TCM for ensemble-mean total p t integrated over some angular acceptance ∆η from p-p collisions for given (n ch , √ s) is expressed as P t =P ts +P th (B2) = n spts + n hpth .
The conventional intensive ratio of extensive quantities P t n ch ≡p t ≈p ts + x(n s )p th ξ + x(n s ) (B3) (assumingP t ≈P t [14] ) in effect partially cancels MB dijet manifestations represented by ratio x(n s ). The alternative ratio n ch n sp t ≈P t n s =p ts + x(n s )p th (n s ) (B4)
preserves the simplicity of Eq. (B2) and provides a convenient basis for testing the TCM hypothesis precisely. Figure 25 (left) showsp t data for four p-p collision energies from the RHIC (solid triangles [7] ), the SppS (open boxes [38] )and the LHC (upper points [16] ) increasing monotonically with charge densityρ 0 = n ch /∆η. The lower points and curves correspond to full p t acceptance. For acceptance extending down to zero (ξ = 1),p t →p t in Eq. (B3) should vary between the universal lower limit p ts ≈ 0.4 GeV/c (n ch = 0) andp th (n ch → ∞) as limiting cases. For a lower p t cut p t,cut > 0 the lower limit isp ts =p ts /ξ (dotted lines) and the data are systematically shifted upward (upper points and curves). The solid curves represent the p-pp t TCM from Ref. [14] . Note that the 7 TeVp t data extend toρ 0 ≈ 10ρ 0N SD ≈ 60 and were derived from 150 million p-p collision events. [16] are derived from particle data with a lower pt cutoff. The lower 900 GeV data from Ref. [38] and 200 GeV data from Ref. [7] are extrapolated to zero pt. Right: Data from the left panel multiplied by factor n ch /ns that removes the jet contribution and the effect of the low-pt cut on the soft component from the denominator ofpt. Figure 25 (right) shows data on the left transformed via Eq. (B4) to (n ch /n s )p t ≈P t /n s (points). The TCM curves undergo the same transformation and the slopes of the resulting straight lines are α( √ s)p th0 ( √ s). The data deviate significantly from the straight-line TCM because of systematic variation with n ch of the p t spectrum hardcomponent shape as reported in Refs. [14, 15] . However, those details are beyond the scope of the present study.
The success of the p-pp t TCM confirms that variation of p-pp t is dominated by jet fragments from large-anglescattered low-x gluons. The hard yield or angular densityρ h ≈ α( √ s)ρ 2 s represents the dijet fragment density determined precisely by soft componentρ s . The p t spectrum TCM hard component and underlying jet energy spectrum evolve according to the same rules [19] . The quadratic relationρ h ∝ρ 2 s implies that p-p collisions are noneikonal (compared to the eikonal trendρ h ∝ρ 4/3 s ). The quadratic trend (each participant gluon in one proton can interact with any participant gluon in the partner proton) implies that p-p collisions with large n ch are very jetty. Reference [14] demonstrates a direct connection betweenp t hard componentp th (n s ), p t spectrum hard component H(p t , n s ) [15] and jet spectra as in Ref. [19] . Thus, a variety of p-p data provide strong evidence that MB dijets dominate p-p collisions andp t (n ch , √ s) trends.
